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In this groundbreaking work, *Education and the Reverse Gender Divide in the Gulf States*, Natasha Ridge provides a close examination of the relationship between gender and education in the Gulf Cooperation Countries (GCC) and reveals that women’s participation and achievement in education is rapidly outpacing that of men’s. Ridge, referring to this situation as a “reverse gender divide,” examines the roots and causes of this imbalance, as well as its implications for the future. The author further describes how GCC countries, in their desire to be perceived as modern nation-states, have enacted and embraced educational policies that leave no space for local policymakers to acknowledge young male students’ deficits and challenges. In addition to the important implications for educational policy and practice, the author also explores wider social and political issues, such as the impact on the local workforce and the region’s future sustainable development.

The 168-page book consists of seven chapters. In chapter 1, Ridge provides an overview of the development of mass education in each Gulf state. This provides the historical, cultural, and political background necessary to make sense of the present educational situation and gender dynamics. In chapter 2, Ridge presents the rise of young females in the region as the result of a widespread and rapid expansion of educational opportunities. Chapter 3 focusses on the region’s pursuit of modernity and how it plays a role in enabling the current gender divide. Chapter 4 focusses on young males and their educational path since the discovery of oil in the region. The oil issue significantly complicates both the modernization and gender agendas. However, according to Ridge, the nationalization agenda has come into greater focus in the last 10 years. Chapter 5 examines how efforts made in these countries to create jobs for their nationals and expand their workforce have created a lack of encouragement for males in education. Chapter 6 divulges and questions the purpose of education in a society where the demand for work takes away from the...
value of education for most males. Ridge concludes her book in chapter 7 with a discussion about the continuing relevance of gender in the region, particularly for education and labor markets. Ridge states that “by taking an inclusive yet critical look at gender; it is possible to reimagine the Gulf as a place where both men and women can enjoy unique comparative advantages” (p. 8).

Overall, the book’s data and research leads to the obvious conclusion that the gender pendulum debate is very much up for renewal. Throughout the book, Ridge stresses the importance of seeing gender in a more serious way, as there are distractions that can derail observers from the fact that one half of the society is facing challenges with educational success and longevity. The book’s implications have the very real byproduct of retaining males in the education system that will lead to reducing their temptation to disconnect from their communities and be led into radical religious wars, drugs, and other rebellious acts.
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